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Once a player understands entry management, he will be both a better declarer and
a better defender. The declarer counts the entries in the weaker hand and assigns a
task to each entry. The task assigned, like a finesse, must be done as soon as that
entry is won.
As a defender, a player does not want to give the declarer an effective entry by
playing the suit for him. The defensive rule of thumb is to stick to the defensive
suit and to open as little as possible, thus keeping a small defensive footprint.
When the declarer must play a suit from the strong hand because he has limited
entries to the weak hand, the defense does well.
As a defender, nothing irks me more when my partner opens a suit when he could
have exited our suit and made the declarer ruff in the long-trump hand. When there
is no sluff and a ruff, sticking to the same suit is best.

From the book, Playing the Dummy also by Warren Watson
Example E.6: Entry Management
This was a difficult hand of the Tuesday evening game of the Columbia River
Basin (Kootenay Jewel) Bridge Club on BBO.
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The declarer, South, should note the following.
• Two spade ruffs are needed. Therefore, the heart finesse is not taken. Give
them one heart trick for +680.
• There are two entries to the dummy. A quick one for the King and a slow
one with a diamond ruff. If the club finesse is taken, the diamond finesse is
still needed. If the diamond finesse is taken, the club finesse is not needed.
Therefore, the opening lead of a spade is ruffed, and a heart is played to the King
for the diamond finesse. The Ace is cashed, and when the King falls, the Ace
is cashed. Otherwise, a diamond is ruffed. After the Ace is cashed, the diamonds
are run, and one diamond must be ruffed with the Ace as an entry to cash the last
good diamond.
It makes +680. The key to the hand is entry management.

